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THE AVERAGE HUMAN ATTENTION SPAN
HAS FALLEN TO EIGHT SECONDS.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Destination Marketing Organization’s (DMO) value is much greater
than just generating hotel room nights. The DMO helps build the
destination’s brand, support tourism facilities, and increase awareness
of the destination. As one of Little Rock’s most prominent economic
engines, tourism creates jobs while stimulating economic growth and
development for the local community. LRCVB’s focus is on building
exceptional relationships with meeting planners, the media, the
hospitality industry and the community. Efforts are concentrated on
generating demand for the destination, thereby creating value and
revenue for the industry and stakeholders.
This strategic plan is a roadmap for identifying key goals and
initiatives that will drive Little Rock’s travel and tourism industry for
the next five years. The plan was developed through stakeholder and
community feedback, internal staff meetings, numerous executive
meetings and a variety of industry research. It identifies a series of
organizational goals, and key strategies, to effectively accomplish
these primary initiatives. The LRCVB is committed to leading the
effort in the successful implementation of this strategic plan and
results will be evaluated each year during the annual report process.
Destinations have to work harder each year to be heard in an
increasingly crowded, and complex, marketplace. The growth of the
“on-demand economy” is forcing more focus on technology trends
and implementation.

– National Center for Biotechnology Information &
National Library of Medicine

ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW
The Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau (LRCVB) is the official
destination marketing organization for the City of Little Rock,
charged with marketing and selling the city as a meeting, convention
and visitor destination. The organization is divided into four primary
divisions: finance & administration, facility operations, sales & services,
and marketing & communications. The LRCVB also operates the
Statehouse Convention Center, Robinson Center, River Market and
multiple parking facilities.
The value of the tourism industry is best described as a local
revenue generator which assists in improving the quality of life for all
residents. Revenue generated from temporary visitors helps increase
the local tax base, create and maintain jobs, and advance the overall
economic viability of the community. LRCVB works to promote,
foster and encourage travel to, and within, the City of Little Rock.
Maintaining a visitor centric focus is critical to the destination’s
success.

LRCVB MISSION

The mission of the Little Rock Convention & Visitors Bureau is to
Organizational Overview
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Brand Awareness

Increase Demand

Digital - Website/social & online advertising
Visitor centers & collateral distribution
Meeting/convention recruitment
Media relations
Video/photography
Visitors
Content curation & storytelling

Developing the Destination
Arts & culture partnerships
Festival & event promotions
Restaurant promotions
Community events
Facility management
Local brand training

Leisure
Convention
Business

Grow, maintain, and recruit new group
business, and regional partnerships
Marketing & advertising efforts
Hosting decision makers
Niche market outreach

Organization
Public agency
Bond management
Tax collections
Policy & governance
Research & industry information
Community leadership & involvement
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DestinationNEXT Summary

DESTINATIONNEXT SUMMARY
Destination Marketing Association International’s (DMAI) DestinationNEXT research combines data from 327 tourism bureaus in 36 countries. It
collected the most significant travel consumer trends and the top destination marketing organization (DMO) strategies designed to exploit those
trends. The vision for DestinationNEXT is to provide DMOs with practical actions and strategies for sustainable success in a dramatically changing
world. The DMAI survey and diagnostic tool was designed to assist DMOs in completing an objective self-assessment to help determine
priorities and strategies for the future. The assessment is based on 20 variables related to destination strength and community support and
engagement. The tool measures the effectiveness of the destination as a whole, not just the DMO efforts, but it can help determine priorities
and strategies for the future. The assessments were combined and resulted in Little Rock and LRCVB being plotted in one of four development
stages.
Over 200 Little Rock stakeholders, industry representatives, and community leaders were asked to participate in the DestinationNext survey.
Little Rock scored above the industry average on Destination Strength and Community Support and Engagement which placed the destination
in the Trailblazers quadrant. DMOs in this quadrant typically realize the benefits of their tourism vision and work to keep the community and
marketplace engagement fresh and relevant. Little Rock was compared to the global scenario plot which contains 232 destinations from around
the world.

LITTLE ROCK’S DESTINATIONNEXT SURVEY RESPONDENT PROFILE

OVERALL ASSESSMENT
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Stakeholder group averages: There was a high level of consensus on the level of community support
and engagement. The key differences came along the destination strength axis. A number of
community groups rated the destination higher than hoteliers, restaurant owners and staff. Having
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destination stakeholders understand the role of the DMO and support its mission. Similar to destination
strength, stakeholders felt that all 10 variables were quite important, with having local community
support, a strong hospitality culture and membership strength & support being the 3 most important.
Little Rock performed higher than the industry average in 9 of the 10 variables.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT & ENGAGEMENT – RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT & ENGAGEMENT – PREFORMANCE

The community support and engagement evaluation examines how well community leaders and destination stakeholders understand the role of
the DMO and support its mission. Similar to destination strength, stakeholders felt that all ten variables were quite important, with having local
community support, a strong hospitality culture and membership strength and support being the three most important. Little Rock performed
higher than the industry average in nine of the ten variables.
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SOAR ANALYSIS
A strengths, opportunities, aspirations, results (SOAR) analysis is a
strategic planning tool that focuses an organization on its current
strengths, vision of the future, and assists in developing strategic
goals. LRCVB will focus resources on opportunities with the greatest
potential to elevate the destination profile and reputation of travel,
and grow travel demand.

Greatest strengths as an organization and destination:
• Great quality of life and tremendous value on a national level
• Central location, natural beauty, recreational options, and a
tremendous amount of urban growth and downtown revitalization
occurring
• The management of the city’s three most prominent meeting and
event facilities, along with parking facilities, creates a competitive
advantage when recruiting meetings and conventions
• Year-round destination – as indicated by occupancy performance
provided by Smith Travel Research (STR), Little Rock possesses
consistent travel demand year-round
• Those who visit have a very positive view of Little Rock, with few
negatives
• Variety of attractions and cultural offerings
• Variety of lodging inventory, ranging from luxury to affordable and
brand name to independent
• Age and condition of hotel inventory – since 2012 seventeen new
properties have been added to the market and/or have completed
major renovations
• Airport renovations – LIT has recently completed more than $67
million in renovations that greatly enhance the capabilities of
the airport and ease of use for customers. LIT also has additional
renovation plans scheduled for the future
• Experienced and knowledgeable LRCVB staff

• Pursuing partnerships with key decision makers and other
destinations locally, regionally, and nationally
• Developing marketing initiatives for non-stop destinations into LIT,
as well as increase niche market efforts and seasonal promotions
• Creating Little Rock resident ambassadors because word of mouth
is the best advertising
• Working to increase sales lead times for bookings
• Further develop River Market programming, with an emphasis on
outdoor concerts
• Capitalize on Little Rock’s retail growth in the past few years,
especially with the addition of the state’s first outlet mall
• Capitalize on the National Parks Service Centennial Celebration
Biggest aspirations for the destination and LRCVB:
• Complete the Robinson Center renovation
• Be the driving catalyst to develop destination infrastructure that
attracts visitors and provides quality of life for the community
• Study the expansion needs of the convention center and adjacent
full service hotel development
• Develop an indoor sports facility and find funding opportunities
for improved infrastructure
• Gain additional national recognition through awards and accolades
• Collaborate with other agencies such as the Department of
Arkansas Parks and Tourism, regional chambers, Arkansas Economic
Development Commission, area museums and arts organizations,
etc.
• Provide industry training for hospitality staffs throughout the city
• Overcome the perception of safety issues, homelessness and
panhandling; increase the safety for pedestrians in the downtown
core
• Continue city efforts to become a leading creative and technology
hub
Results: How will success be measured:
• Community support of tourism efforts, new facilities and pride in
the destination’s success
• Success of partners (hotels, restaurants and attractions) including
increased revenue, visitation, publicity and awards
• Facility utilization and revenue
• Increasing visitation numbers and overall tourism impact
• Great scores on customer surveys
• Expanding percentage of repeat business, especially regional and
national conventions

Best opportunities to increase tourism in Little Rock OR increase
LRCVB revenue:
• Infrastructure improvements and development of additional
facilities, especially within the sports market. There is a need for an
indoor, multi-purpose facility, additional lit outdoor fields, repair
and close the gap in river trail system, and more technology within
existing facilities
• Continuing to focus on building brand awareness
• Transportation infrastructure including the I-30 expansion plan,
continued improvements at LIT and the expansion of the street
car system
• Development of high-quality work force
• Focus on increasing demand via efforts in destination marketing,
tourism and convention sales, including targeting additional citywide conventions and large sporting events
• Continuing efforts to reduce energy use and other efficiencies
within managed facilities
• Continuing development and revitalization of downtown and
throughout the city
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ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
The primary role of tourism bureaus is to tell the destination story, increase destination awareness and demand, and position tourism as a critical
and dynamic player in the economy.
Consumers are looking for new cultural experiences and expect higher quality service. DMO’s must stay informed with regard to emerging trends,
opportunities and issues within the industry. One cannot be complacent, or they will become irrelevant!
Shifts in visitor behavior due to new technology and travel trends such as Uber, Trip Advisor, social media applications, Air bnb, etc. will change
how everyone creates messaging and reaches customers; however, those entities will not develop local programming such as Restaurant Months,
Movies in the Park, holiday activities, or promotional campaigns during a destination’s slow season. They will also not provide personalized service
to meeting professionals or visitors.
Direct sales efforts to recruit meetings and conventions is facing greater competition due to the rising number of emerging cities building
convention centers and improving meetings infrastructure overall. To differentiate, the destination must utilize networks of local leadership to
attract convention organizers operating in their industry sectors, as well as leverage all destination assets.
More and more convention attendees are avoiding room blocks due to loyalty programs, location, lower priced options, and a variety of other
reasons. The DMO must communicate the value of their efforts beyond just trackable room nights.
Due to recent and on-going security threats around the world, there is an opportunity to increase “at home or staycation” appeal with local
residents, as well as key regional audiences.
In addition to these primary organizational goals, LRCVB will explore the opportunity to assist in developing a tourism master plan by working
with industry partners and local leadership. The result will be a unified tourism vision, attainable goals, strategic initiatives and an implementation
plan for the entire destination.

PRIMARY ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS
• Increase demand and improve the destination product
• Be a local advocacy leader by increasing awareness about the value of tourism and engaging in community leadership.
• Embody the core values of Little Rock’s Brand Promise.
• Be the pleasant surprise
• Make a positive difference everyday
• Always engage
• Put people first
• Go beyond expectations
• Take ownership
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SALES & SERVICES
Overview
CVB sales professionals offer a unique value as a
free resource with unparalleled local expertise.
The primary goal of the LRCVB Sales and Services
Team is to bring visitors to Little Rock, thus
generating a significant impact on the local
economy through visitor spending. The team has
been successful with a core deployment strategy
and will continue to evolve and develop around
this model.
The LRCVB Sales Team consists of industry
professionals responsible for identifying new
visitor and meeting opportunities, converting
those into definite bookings and delivering the
brand promise to ensure repeat business. The
team is divided into four primary categories:
meetings and conventions, sports, tourism and
convention services.

KEY INDUSTRY
TRADESHOWS
Event Name
ABA - American Bus Association Marketplace

Market

Tourism

ASAE- American Society of Association Executives Springtime Expo

M&C

ASAE - American Society of Association Executives Annual Meeting & Exposition

M&C

ASAE - Arkansas Society of Association Executives Annual Convention

M&C

Association Forum Holiday Showcase

M&C

CMCA - Christian Meeting & Convention Association Spring Showcase

M&C

Collaborate Marketplace

M&C

ConferenceDirect – Annual Partner Meeting

M&C

Congressional Black Caucus Foundation Annual Legislative Conference

M&C

Connect Faith - formerly Rejuvenate Marketplace

M&C

Connect Marketplace

M&C

DMAI - Destination Showcase – DC

M&C
M&C

Helms Briscoe - Annual Business Conference

Tourism

HSMAI - Meet Mid-America
IMG - International Motorcoach Group Marketplace

Tourism

IPW - US Travel Association IPW

M&C

MPI - Meeting Professionals International World Expo Congress
NASC - National Association of Sports Commissions

Sports

Key Strategies for the Division
National Coalition of Black Meeting Planners Annual Fall Conference
• Develop strong relationships with third
NTA - National Tourism Association Convention
party meeting planning organizations and
independent meeting professionals.
PCMA - Professional Convention Management Association Annual Meeting
• Expanding destination based sales support into
RCMA - Religious Conference Management Association World Conference & Expo
the Dallas/Fort Worth area.
SCMA - South Central Motorcoach Association
• Continuing to invest in aggressively recruiting
industry conventions for meeting planners and
SPORTS The Relationship Conference
group tour operators to host in Little Rock.
SYTA - Student Youth Travel Association Annual Conference
Statistics confirm there is a much greater
TAP - Travel Alliance Partners
opportunity of converting potential business
TEAMS Conference & Expo
into a definite booking if the key decision
Travel South International Showcase
makers actually visit and experience Little
Travel South Showcase
Rock.
• Implementing a hometown hero program.
Formalizing networks of local business and
individuals in leadership positions to attract convention
organizers operating in those specific industries. Develop
community partnerships providing the opportunity to
tap into event speakers, sponsors, and exhibitors.
• Creating more effective tradeshow and appointment
tools on portable tablets to eliminate paper, printing cost
and waste. This will also allow hotel/venue/restaurant
partners to be featured in presentations in a more
accessible and progressive manner.
• Utilize marketing team to produce specific videos for
definite conventions to create excitement and drive
attendance.
13to direct-fly
• Targeted sales activities with hotel partners
cities from Little Rock, and bordering states, to host prequalified third party and/or other meeting planners.
• Utilize digital marketing and other online platforms to
shift awareness of Little Rock as a meeting destination.
• Create specific strategies within each market segment
for various size groups - citywide, multiple-hotel, and
single-hotel.
• Partner with academic, economic development,
healthcare, and technology communities to target new
meetings and conventions.
• Effectively utilize key hospitality industry tradeshows,
and conferences, to ensure visibility, perception
management and account development with a focus on
securing new business. LRCVB will have representation at
specific national and regional industry events. There will
be consistent evaluation of the ROI of each opportunity
to ensure the best use of resources.

M&C
Tourism
M&C
M&C
M&C
Tourism
Sports
Tourism
Tourism
Sports
Tourism
Tourism
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•
•

Sports responsible for 47% of CVB generated definite room night bookings
Tourism – responsible for 7% of CVB generated definite room night bookings

2015 Business Mix

2.68%

6.35%

4.20%

4.29%

3.78%

State Association
National Association

7.19%

Sports
7.93%
16.72%

Corporate
46.86%

Faith Based
Multicultural
Government

professional to use “overflow” properties. This
requirement divides the group and increases
work load, risk and expenses that most
decision makers would prefer to avoid by
using a larger hotel that can accommodate all
of their attendees in a single property.
• Size of Convention Center and Headquarter
Hotel: Although demand generators, the
exisiting cpacity of the convention center
and attached hotel preclude Little Rock from
bidding on larger pieces of business.
• Competition: although the city has added
almost 500 hotel rooms, they are smaller,
limited service properties that have little
impact on the national association market.

SMERF/Other

Business Mix & Sales Deployment
Team success is measured by the number of business leads generated
and the number of definite hotel room night bookings. The team
is aligned to target the most productive market segments, offering
the greatest opportunity to generate new bookings for Little Rock
and industry partners. The sales team is divided into three primary
divisions:
• Meetings and Conventions – responsible for 46% of LRCVB
generated definite room night bookings
• Corporate / National Association
• State Association / Government
• Religious / Multicultural
• SMERF / Other
• Sports – responsible for 47% of LRCVB generated definite room
night bookings
• Tourism – responsible for 7% of LRCVB generated definite room
night bookings

MARKET SEGMENT DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES
14
CORPORATE / NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Overview
This market segment can vary significantly in size and requirements.
National associations, and some large corporations, typically generate
the most attendees and largest groups primarily because of their
large volume of members and desire to meet annually. Often these
large groups require additional meeting facilities beyond the scope
of a single hotel and must utilize the Statehouse Convention Center
and/or Robinson Center. Generally, they require the use of multiple
hotels to accommodate all of their attendees which classifies their
group as a “city-wide”. These groups are highly sought after and every
destination is aggressively competing to contract their meetings and
conventions. The chances of bringing this type business to Little Rock
increases significantly when there is an Arkansas connection which
may include board members and/or leadership positions within the
organization.
Challenges
• Perception: although Little Rock has come a long way in the recent
past, the city still battles the perception that it is small, difficult to
reach and has limited cultural and social amenities.
• Air Service: although there is a National Airport it is serviced by
smaller aircraft which limits the number of passengers, creates
complicated connections, lengthy layovers and the potential for
delays and higher costs.
• Size of Convention Center hotel: the largest hotel property,
attached to the convention center, can only secure a maximum of
300 rooms for convention groups, requiring the meeting
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Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Leverage: identify local and state contacts
Tourism
serving in leadership roles with national and/
or regional associations to leverage Arkansas/
Little Rock connections and acquire bid
specifications.
• Tag-Team: in the absence of a Washington DC area based
sales representative, utilize LRCVB sales staff to penetrate the
Washington DC market through increased monthly targeted sales
activities.
• Rotational Prospecting: utilize the sales database to identify
groups that have not returned and/or have not rebid within three
years, for targeted prospecting campaigns.

STATE ASSOCIATION / GOVERNMENT – two very different
market segments deployed as a single sales territory.

Overview – State Association
Arkansas associations, primarily headquartered in Little Rock, are
member based organizations that focus on communications, public
relations, and lobbying. Little Rock’s central location and state capitol
offer associations some cost savings and increased attendance
opportunities.
Challenges
• Membership: although Little Rock based state associations can
often increase member attendance due to its central location,
some prefer to choose other Arkansas destinations because of
association imposed regulations, limiting hotel accommodations
within close proximity to their homes.
• Decision Process: although there are multiple advantages for Little
Rock based state associations to meet in Little Rock, changes in
membership and boards frequently request a change in venue,
and many meetings are on a rotational basis throughout the state.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• ASAE: maintain a leadership role in Arkansas Society of
Association Executives and leverage board and committee
positions to develop new relationships and identify those
Arkansas associations currently not members.
• Meeting Professional Training: work with industry partners
to create training opportunities for new, and experienced,
meeting planners to promote Little Rock as a preferred meeting
destination.
Overview – Government
The budget sequestration in 2013 resulted in spending cuts to
U.S. government agencies and had a significant negative impact
on national and state government meetings. Although drastically
reduced, some government meetings are still occurring; however,
they are being planned with restricted budgets, extremely shorter
timeframes and much more scrutiny.

Challenges
• Per Diem: the Little Rock federal per diem makes the city an
attractive location for government meetings, however the rate
is set below the average daily rate hotels are willing to accept
for meetings and conventions, making it extremely difficult to
accommodate group requirements.
• State Agencies: although many governmental state agencies
are based in Little Rock they prefer to choose other
Arkansas destinations because of regulations limiting hotel
accommodations within close proximity to their homes, and/or
are required to rotate to different regions of the state annually.

SMALL MEETINGS MARKET

Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Leverage: utilize the Federal Government relationships with
Arkansas Hospitality Association to increase the federal per diem
rate.
• Certification: achieve the Certified Government Meeting
Professional designation, the highest certification attainable for
government meeting planners. Utilize this accomplishment to
develop professional relationships and train industry partners to
acquire more government business.
• Relationship Selling: target local state agencies and procurement
officials at the state level to develop and establish relationships
with key decision and policy makers.

Challenges
• Tracking repeat business: repeat bookings through LRCVB
are limited because once the meeting planner establishes a
relationship with a hotel representative they contact them directly
for future bookings.
• Competition: the majority of this business will fit in virtually every
full-service hotel in Little Rock, as well as almost any city in the
South, so competition throughout the entire state and region is
high.
• Booking window: bookings are often ITYFTY ( in the year, for the
year) and require quick turn-around of information to secure the
business. Communication regarding availability and cost must be
expedited.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Communication: conduct quarterly site visits with hotel
partners to strengthen relationships and maintain open lines of
communication.
• Expand Outreach: look for additional conferences that specialize
in small market meeting professionals in order to expand outreach
and develop additional relationships.

RELIGIOUS / MULTICULTURAL
Overview
The religious market spans across all faith based organizations, while
the multicultural market covers all minority ethnic groups, LGBT
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) and women’s organizations. These
market segments are attractive to Little Rock, and many competing
destinations, because they frequently meet during lower demand
periods. They are also very loyal organizations and have a strong
social and economic impact on the host city. Little Rock is an ideal
destination for these markets because of its cultural diversity and
strength of the faith based community. According to the 2014 Neilsen
Report, the Hispanic market is the fastest growing in the industry and
African American buying power is expected to rise to $1.3 trillion by
2017. Considering Little Rock’s strong African American history, rising
Hispanic population and powerful religious base, the city can join the
national conversation as both a religious and minority friendly.
Challenges
• Financial: many of these organizations meet in low demand
periods, such as weekends and holidays, primarily due to their
non-profit status and desire for the best value. Often times they
expect cash sponsorship, or financial support, from the host city.
• Volunteers: since many of the meeting planners are volunteers,
this places additional logistical responsibility on the sales
representative.
• Recognition: although these organizations have a significant social
and economic impact they also have high expectations. These
clients are champions for their causes and expect destinations
to understand, value, and recognize their importance. The host
city must be well informed on cultural or religious customs and
knowledge of the hierarchy and terminology of the organization.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Membership: like the American Express commercial… “Membership
has its privileges”, work to acquire membership into Hispanic
organizations to develop and establish relationships with key
leadership and decision makers.
• Experiential Selling: utilize the Little Rock location of the movie
“God is Not Dead 2” to bring in religious meeting professionals to
experience and consider Little Rock.
• Leverage: identify local and state contacts serving in leadership
roles to religious and/or multicultural organizations to leverage
connections and acquire bid specifications.

Overview
This market segment is unique because it is solely based on the size
of the group and not a specific market type. Any group requiring 50
room nights or less, on peak, is managed through this deployment.
Often these meetings have a quick turn-around, and require
detailed follow-up and support. The objective is to allow other sales
representatives to focus on identifying and converting larger meetings
and conventions without being distracted by managing smaller
bookings.

SPORTS
Overview
This market segment has proven to be extremely beneficial to the
local economy. The majority of sporting events occurring in Little
Rock are youth oriented, which include families of the participants,
increasing the impact on local hotels and restaurants. Additionally,
these sporting events and meetings utilize both full-service and
limited-service properties throughout the city.
Challenges
• Competition: although the largest single market segment, many
cities competing for sports related business have committed to
developing, constructing and improving modern sports facilities
that attract sports related events.
• Access: although a significant number of participants drive to
hosted sports events, decisions determining host destinations are
taking accessibility by air into consideration.
• Indoor Sport Facilities: the city currently accommodates some
large annual sporting events in the convention center, and spread
throughout town at various school locations, but the city lacks a
modern, indoor multi-court, multi-sport facility. Sports specific
facilities would free-up space at the convention center for other
bookings and attract larger sporting events.
• Upgrades: Burns Park has proven to be a demand generator,
however there is a need for updates and improvements to existing
facilities, such as more lighted soccer fields. In addition, major
college events such as NCAA and SEC have noted the lack of
technology within Verizon Arena as a major detriment.
• Accommodations: many sports groups utilize limited service
properties throughout the city; however the number of hotels
with the ability to accommodate 200 rooms per night limit the
opportunities to attract larger events.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Location: Little Rock has many features that are attractive to
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the sports market, including centralized location within the US,
affordability in comparison to many other cities, and year-round
outdoor weather. Specific strategies include contacting planners
through phone calls, social media and face to face appointments.
Also, exhibiting at national sports tradeshows has proven to be an
effective tool to market Little Rock to event rights holders.
• Site Visits: Continue to host site visits with event producers so
that decision makers are able to see the benefits of holding their
respective events in Little Rock.
• Facilities: Continue to lobby for the creation of a modern multicourt indoor facility, as outlined in the recently completed
feasibility study.
• Expand Outreach: Continue to research other sports related
shows and publications to determine the most effective avenues
through which to market Little Rock to sporting event producers
throughout the country.

TOURISM
Overview
The focus of the tourism market is motor coach leisure travelers,
student groups and special events that generate out of town
guests. The tourism team offers customized itineraries prepared for
travelers and vacationers. The team also arranges hotel rooms, meals,
entertainment, escort/guide services, and ground transportation, as
needed. Clients include tour operators, group leaders, adults, seniors,
cultural heritage groups, schools, churches, scouts, colleges, and
special interest groups.
Challenges
• Awareness: the State of Arkansas, much like the City of Little Rock,
is still an unknown destination. Leisure travelers and planners don’t
associate Little Rock with a major attraction; not even the Clinton
Library. Little Rock is rarely the featured city within package tours.
Educating planners about the city and its amenities continues to
be a priority.
• Tracking: room nights and motor coach bus trips to the City has
become difficult to track, because clients establish relationships
with industry partners and book repeat business directly with the
hotel instead of utilizing the LRCVB services.
• Time: there are lots of tradeshow opportunities within this market,
so determining the shows with the best ROI can be difficult. There
is also a great deal of follow-up required between shows.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Position as Stop-Over Destination: Little Rock might not be the
feature destination; however over the next three years the goal is
to be a leading city in the tourism game, and have groups staying
at least two nights in the area.
• Communication: strengthen communication and relationships with
clients and industry partners.
• Experiential Programs: create additional opportunities for
experiential programs, including private home excursions, special
events such as Tales from the South, or incorporate adventure
travel featuring amenities such as Pinnacle Mountain State Park.
This will help establish a solid reputation for Little Rock that is
both unique and memorable for leisure travelers.
• Itineraries: create fresh and updated itineraries annually. Partner
with neighboring cities like Nashville, Memphis, Branson, etc.
• Awareness: broaden the reach and awareness for leisure travelers,
including international travelers.
• Annual Events and Festivals: create strategic partnerships with
annual events and festivals to help create attendance building
opportunities.
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CONVENTION SERVICES
Overview
The team has a singular goal; to provide each meeting professional
with a level of support and communication to ensure they will return
to Little Rock. The moment a client signs a contract their primary
LRCVB contact is transitioned from Sales to Convention Services. This
process achieves two objectives: it allows the sales representative to
refocus on identifying new business opportunities, generating leads,
and converting those to definite bookings, and it provides the client
with a destination contact that is completely dedicated to assisting
them in creating a successful event in Little Rock. The personalized
services provided differentiates LRCVB from competitors and
encourages repeat business.
Primary services offered in an effort to support meeting planners
and clients:
• Pre-registration and on-site registration services, including a
dedicated services professional assigned to the event to field
questions from attendees, run reports, and manage registration
funds. Includes an online registration option, on-site assistance
and color name badges, if needed.
• Housing services utilizing Lanyon’s GroupMAX software. This
service allows the management of hotel room nights for groups
using three or more hotels.
• Collateral materials are offered, as well as staffed visitor
information tables, during conferences and meeting registration.
Market Specific Strategic Initiatives
• Communication tools: develop more efficient tools to effectively
communicate with industry partners most impacted by large
meetings and conventions.
• Partnerships: develop a network of industry partners willing to
offer value added products and services to large meetings and
conventions. This could also include standing discounts offered to
conference attendees by simply wearing their name badges.
• Software tools: utilize the upgraded software to create new
features that clients need, including an online form for preregistration.

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
Overview
The Marketing & Communication division of LRCVB oversees the
following disciplines: advertising; special event promotions; visitor
information centers and collateral distribution; public relations;
publicity and media communication; retail operations; website and
online marketing; sponsorship oversight; and graphic design. The
staff works to increase awareness of Little Rock as a distinctive
destination for all travelers. This is accomplished through positive
publicity, judicious advertising, exceptional marketing and sales
collateral, utilization of technology, and innovative web presence.

90% OF INFORMATION TRANSMITTED THROUGH
THE BRAIN IS VISUAL IN NATURE, AND VISUAL
CONTENT IS PROCESSED 60,000 TIMES
FASTER THAN TEXT
– 3M’s Visual Attention Service Validation Study

Key Strategies for the Division
• Create an integrated digital platform with a focus on the brand website – LittleRock.com
• Focus on publicizing locally relevant and authentic experiences.
• Build on the unique strengths of the destination to gain positive publicity.
• Complete on-going wayfinding programs that facilitate the visitor’s ability to navigate the region.
• Create flexible and effective marketing strategies that incorporate a blend of owned, earned and paid media.
• With the increased reliance on technology and social media, continue to shift from one-way broadcast marketing to two-way consumer
engagement.
• Utilize personalization technology to create messaging for destination-specific branding for both leisure and meetings markets.
• Find ways to capitalize on the 100th anniversary of the National Parks Service in 2016.
• Review Destination Marketing Accreditation Program (DMAP) process and requirements for destination certification by Destination Marketing
Association International.
• Publicize statistics and research related to Little Rock tourism.
• Focus on in-destination programs and event support that generate traffic for restaurants and industry partners.
Digital
• Redesign website to match new brand standards, integrating a fully responsive design for better mobile use, and incorporating personalization
techniques to provide information that matches users interests.
• Launch new electronic marketing campaigns to align with print creative and website redesign.
• Focus on strategic storytelling and content creation, by establishing an annual editorial content calendar to create, curate and share content
across all platforms – web, mobile, print, broadcast, video, social.
• Create an audit process to revise, update, maintain and keep LRCVB websites relevant.
Social Engagement
Build on social media efforts and utilization of smart technology to extend reach, engage ambassadors/influencers and raise awareness of Little
Rock experiences.
• Harness the power of word of mouth and people’s love for
the city – both visitors and locals – by creating an online and
social media buzz about the city. Expand the staged “photo
opp” locations that encourage travelers to capture the
“INSTAGRAM HAS MORE THAN 400 MILLION
moment and share their travel experiences.
USERS
PER MONTH SHARING MORE THAN 80
• Increase monitoring of blogs and other forms of social media
in order to increase engagement and conversations.
MILLION IMAGES EVERY DAY, 2ND ONLY TO
• Utilize locals to promote to niche markets: foodie, outdoor
FACEBOOK.
353 MILLION PIECES OF CONTENT ON
adventure, history buff, arts/culture, etc. through curated
INSTAGRAM
ARE TRAVEL-RELATED.”
content, blog posts, Instagram partnerships and other social
media outreach.
Media Relations
• Third party content validation can significantly increase
content’s reach, and improve credibility. Conduct internal,
quarterly public relations planning meetings to prioritize
messaging, develop targeted media list and plan new
approach for reaching journalists.
• Increase distribution of story ideas to garner additional
exposure. Remain engaged with journalists who have visited
and produced content previously with constant leads for
additional story angles.
• Find and leverage opportunities to host travel writers’
conferences, and selected individual journalists, in an effort
to increase Little Rock’s editorial coverage in regional and
national publications.
• Conduct outbound marketing missions, targeting media
outlets for story pitches.
• Create FAM trips for niche journalists.

– Skift Global Forum 2015

EARNED MEDIA IS STILL, BY LEAPS AND
BOUNDS, THE MOST POWERFUL RESOURCE FOR
INFLUENCING PURCHASING DECISIONS AND
BUSINESS OUTCOMES. AND RESEARCH HAS
SHOWN THAT EARNED MEDIA IS THE MOST
TRUSTED SOURCE OF INFORMATION.
– Ogilvy PR
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Local Advocacy
• Work with Convention Services and Event Operations
to develop attendance-building programs for events and
CULINARY TOURISM IS DEFINED AS THE PURSUIT
conventions utilizing our facilities.
OF UNIQUE AND MEMORABLE EATING AND
• Enlist the support of, and create special programs for, local
DRINKING EXPERIENCES, NOT NECESSARILY
and volunteer organizations.
• Explore opportunities to extend state, regional, and
HIGH-END OR “GOURMET”.
community partnerships.
– World Food Travel Association (WFTA)
• Increase the awareness of travel and tourism’s impact on
the community and related employment/career development
opportunities. Expand the “About Us” website section to provide more tourism industry and impact information, and explore the possibility
of a speaker’s bureau to talk about the impact of the tourism industry.
Culturalization
• Develop new programs and initiatives to enhance the overall service culture, and service product, within Little Rock. This will include brand
training for hotel front desk staff and local tourism businesses, including restaurants and attractions.
• Create a hotel in-room TV program about Little Rock attractions and things to do.
• Continue building the brand identity for the destination, and position the LRCVB as the “go to” organization for visitor information.
Niche Marketing and Advertising
• Capitalize on Little Rock as a shopping destination with the opening of the state’s first outlet mall, and the many options of quaint
neighborhood shopping.
• Establish a plan to track and grow International visitation.
• Develop a brand toolkit for industry use, providing access to
PROVIDING VISITORS WITH A WORLD CLASS
the best destination imagery, inspiring video footage and
other brand assets.
EXPERIENCE AND DELIVERING EFFECTIVE VISITOR
• Utilize audience ad networks such as ValueClick and Centro
INFORMATION CAN POSITIVELY INFLUENCE
that have the ability to reach over 90% of the internet on a
VISITOR SPEND, LENGTH OF STAY, THE LIKELIHOOD
very targeted basis.
• Increase use of digital retargeting and personalization.
OF VISITORS RETURNING AND
• Create video advertising for targeted online outlets.
WORD OF MOUTH MARKETING.
• Continue participation in Arkansas niche marketing efforts.
Collateral Materials and Visitor Information Centers
• Utilization of local visitor information centers and printed collateral distribution continues to decline, although both are still important
services and tools for marketing the destination, additional focus will be placed on digital efforts to disseminate information.
• Work toward additional mobile apps for specific tours and collateral pieces.
• Utilize data from direct fulfillment requests for additional direct marketing and outreach.
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FACILITY OPERATIONS
Overview
The operations team at LRCVB leads all the aspects of general
management and event logistics within our managed facilities. Under
agreement with the City of Little Rock, LRCVB manages the Robinson
Center, and Statehouse Convention Center, as well as parking
facilities at Robinson Center, 2nd & Main, and 2nd & River Market
Avenue. In addition, under a Memorandum of Understanding with
the City, LRCVB manages the Ottenheimer Market Hall, two outdoor
pavilions, the 7,500 seat First Security Amphitheater and all park
access within Riverfront Park. Finally, within this division is the direct
operational responsibility, as contract liaison, between the city-owned
hotel properties and the Little Rock Advertising and Promotion
Commission.

KEY STRATEGIES FOR THE DIVISION
Statehouse Convention Center
• Capital Planning and Implementation:
• 1982 Escalator Replacement – Rotunda
• Phase 2 – Cold Water Project with Little Rock Marriott
• 1982 Air Wall Replacement in Governor’s Halls
• Concrete repair and refinish in Governor’s Halls
• Roll out of adjusted rate structure and booking policies
• Continue safety and security education and operational guideline
adjustments for active aggressor and emergency preparedness
training
• Work with the IT team to enhance WiFi capacity throughout the
facility
• Completion of LED lighting retro-fit projects throughout the
facility
• Ballroom Level
• Loading Dock
• Meeting Rooms
Robinson Center
• Complete the renovation, on time, on budget and LEED certified!
• Recruit and train budgeted staffing personnel, and open the
facility November 2016
• Contract ticketing services and negotiate applicable contracts for
resident companies and box office tenant.
• Manage all owner’s responsibilities, outside of the GMP contract,
including the purchase of all furniture, equipment, and service
contracts
• Implement new rates, policies and outside labor procedures for licensees and show promoters/producers
• Focus on increased utilization of the facility
River Market
• Continue to pursue entertainment and programming opportunities
• Development of an amphitheater concert series
• Completion of David’s Burgers construction and opening within Ottenheimer Hall by Spring, 2016
• Capital Planning and Implementation:
• Exterior Window Replacement in original building, in partnership with the City of Little Rock
• Replacement of flat roof on the tower
• Refinishing of pavilion structural wood
• LED lighting projects in Market Hall and Pavilions
Parking
• Work with city leadership and continue to evaluate parking needs and expansion opportunities in the downtown area
• Capital Planning and Implementation:
• Completion of equipment replacement in Robinson Garage and Convention District facilities – Parking Boxx
• New ticket booth at Spring Street entrance for Robinson Garage
• Completion of major structural project in the Robinson Garage facility, begun in 2015
• LED Lighting retro-fit in Robinson Garage
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FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION:
OVERVIEW
The Finance & Administration team provides centralized direction, support and leadership for the effective administration and fiscal operations
of the organization. The team is comprised of four primary sections: Finance, Tax Administration, Human Resources, and Information
Technology. F&A has the fiduciary responsibility to safeguard the LRCVB’s financial assets and manage its financial resources in accordance
with the goals of the commission and in compliance with applicable laws and generally accepted accounting, audit, and financial management
principles.
Key Strategies for the Division
• Responsibly manage public funds in its charge
• Ensure appropriate governance activities, including compliance and reporting.
Finance (Including Accounting and Purchasing)
• Ensure financial stewardship for the long-term financial viability of the organization, including budget management, annual audits, bond
commitments, procurement and contract management.
• Complete a comprehensive analysis of the organizations internal controls and record retention policy and schedule.
• Improve efficiency by continuing to automate processes.
Tax Administration
• Continue commitment to diligent tax collection efforts and thorough audit examinations.
• Improve efficiency and customer service by continuing to automate processes and train customers.
• Audit permittees annually to ensure returns are submitted correctly.
Human Resources
• Preserve the organization’s brand promise by attracting, developing and retaining top talent who are able to embody our core values.
• Ensure awareness and compliance with changing laws and regulations.
• Continue commitment to pursue the best and most affordable benefits for employees.
• Establish a comprehensive new employee orientation program and provide on-going training based on the core values of Little Rock’s brand
promise.
• Work with other departments to coordinate and facilitate training opportunities.
• Develop a formal employee recognition program for those that exemplify LRCVB’s brand promise core values.
Information Technology
• Guarantee the infrastructure and capabilities necessary to ensure seamless operations and user performance.
• Maintain data integrity and system security.

IN 2016, THERE IS A 30% EXPECTED RISE
IN THE NUMBER OF CONNECTED OBJECTS
IMPACTING DAILY LIVES
- Gartner IT company.
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• Work with other departments regarding technology
goals.
• Conduct an internal risk analysis of the information
technology infrastructure and address areas of concern.
• Increase coverage and infrastructure within managed
public facilities, while exploring opportunities for
technology and security improvements to benefit both
internal and external users.

KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS
Measuring and understanding performance, monitoring trends and responding to new opportunities is key to advancing our organization and
industry. The following measures help indicate the impact and value of the industry and the impact that LRCVB has on the local economy, as well
as the effectiveness of our efforts. Many of these are reported monthly at the Little Rock Advertising & Promotion Commission meeting, within
the monthly sales report, or included in each year’s annual report.
Sales metrics:
• Smith Travel Research (STR Global) – an industry leader as the source of historical hotel performance trends. Monthly reports track supply and
demand data for the Little Rock hotel industry as well as comparative data of competitive destinations.
• Sales productivity of definite bookings and leads generated – a report generated from the EBMS management software, used to track all sales
productivity.
• Trends, Analysis, and Projections Report (TAP) - utilizes historical data to develop and apply algorithms to current booking data allowing more
accurate forecasting and yield management for convention bookings.
• Utilization of DMAI’s economic impact calculator to showcase the total impact of tourism business within the destination.
Marketing/Communication metrics:
• Cision media tracking service – monitoring of PR efforts and media outreach as well as monitor publicity results via PR value summaries.
• Visitor center statistics – the number of guests that each visitor center assists.
• Fulfillment and collateral distribution figures – the amount of collateral and direct fulfillment that are distributed at visitor information
centers, conventions and individual requests via phone, email or website.
• Brand assessment survey or other industry research as available.
Website metrics:
• Unique visitors
• Page views
• New visitors
• Collateral downloads and requests
• E-newsletter signup and open rates
• Partner referrals
• Page engagement rate (bounce, pages per visit, duration)
Social Media metrics:
• Social follower and/or fan volumes
• Shares by users
• Conversations, comments, engagement and interaction
Facility Operations metrics:
• Facility statistics – tracks number of guests who attend meetings, events and conventions within the facilities LRCVB manages.
• Client surveys.
• Secret shopper reports.
• PwC Convention Center Report - evaluates trends in the North American convention industry.
Finance & Administration metrics:
• Overall revenue collections and financial vitality.
• Overall tourism statistics and impact on the local economy.
• Unqualified audit opinion on annual financial statement audit.
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